In photosynthesis, light is captured by antenna proteins. These proteins transfer the excitation energy with almost 100% quantum efficiency to the reaction centers, where charge separation takes place. The time scale and pathways of this transfer are controlled by the protein scaffold, which holds the pigments at optimal geometry and tunes their excitation energies (site energies). The detailed understanding of the tuning of site energies by the protein has been an unsolved problem since the first high-resolution crystal structure of a light-harvesting antenna appeared >30 years ago [Fenna RE, Matthews BW (1975) Nature 258:573-577].
P
hotosynthesis is the fundamental biological process in which solar energy is converted into biomass. The first step is the capture of light by arrays of protein-bound dye molecules (pigments). These pigment-protein complexes (PPCs) are therefore termed light-harvesting complexes or antenna proteins (1) . They transfer the excitation energy with high quantum yield to specialized PPCs, the reaction centers, where the energy is used to trigger the chemical modification of substrates. To guide the excitation energy flow in a certain direction there has to be an energy sink, that is, the pigments in the target region are required to absorb at lower energies than the initially excited chromophores. A complication of this simple picture arises from long-range electrostatic interactions between the local excitations (excitonic couplings), which are a prerequisite for energy transfer. These couplings cause the excited states of the PPC (exciton states) to be delocalized, that is, their electronic wave functions contain contributions of several pigments in the complex. Directed energy transport results from energetic relaxation transferring population between exciton states of different spatial extents. The latter depend crucially on excitonic couplings and site energies, so that the elucidation of energy-transfer mechanisms on the basis of spectroscopic data (2-4) and crystal structures (5-7) requires knowledge of both these quantities (8, 9) , which are not directly available from experiments.
Whereas there are various methods at different levels of approximation to accurately determine excitonic couplings from structural data (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , the calculation of site energies has been a challenge (15) (16) (17) . In earlier attempts to calculate site energies directly by using the information from crystal structures, quantum chemical methods were applied to the pigment cofactors and their immediate protein environment (16, 17) . A shortcoming of a solely quantum chemical method is that important long-range electrostatic pigment-protein couplings are not taken into account. Recently, we considered the effects of charged amino acid residues in a very simple model (15) . In this model, a standard protonation state of titratable groups is assumed (corresponding to pH 7, 300 K in water), and the difference, ⌬⌽ ϭ ⌽ 1 Ϫ ⌽ 0 , of the electrostatic potential of the pigment molecule between its first excited (S 1 ) and its ground state (S 0 ), which is crucial for the understanding of site energy shifts (see below), is approximated by the potential of a dipole. Although not restricted to the immediate protein environment of pigments, this approach yields only part of the answer to the site energy problem, because the charge density in the neutral protein environment of the pigments is neglected and the dipole approximation of ⌬⌽ is too simple for short-range interactions with the protein. In particular, hydrogen bond effects are not described correctly.
Here, we present a method that emphasizes the role of detailed charge distributions of both the pigment states and the protein. We combine the quantum chemistry of pigments with classical electrostatic calculations of the whole PPC in atomic detail. The method aims at a realistic description of the internal electric field experienced by individual pigments in the PPC, giving rise to specific site energy shifts. The electric field originates from neutral and charged amino acid side chains, the peptide backbone, other cofactors, as well as the polarization of the protein dielectric volume and the surrounding solvent or glass. Our simulations take into account all these aspects, allowing us to unravel in detail the various contributions to site energy differences on the basis of a crystal structure. In addition, we consider conformational differences between pigments and the consequences of nonstandard protonation patterns resulting from protein-and environment-induced changes of acid-base equilibria of titratable residues (18) (19) (20) . In the classical electrostatic part of the simulations, we calculate the free energy change of the PPC that occurs when the charge density of a pigment in its S 0 state is changed into that of the S 1 state, taking into account the nonequilibrium polarization (21) Author contributions: T.R. designed research; F.M., M.E.M., J.A., A.A., and T.R. performed research; B.R., H.I., and E.-W.K. contributed new analytic tools; F.M. analyzed data; and F.M. and T.R. wrote the paper.
We applied our method to the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein of green sulfur bacteria (1, 22) . Under physiological conditions, this water-soluble PPC is situated between the so-called baseplate protein of the major antenna system of green sulfur bacteria, the chlorosomes (23, 24) , and the reaction center complex (25, 26) . Here, it mediates excitation energy transfer from the bacteriochlorophyll c rods to the reaction center pigments (Fig. 1A) . The FMO protein consists of a C 3 -symmetric trimer (Fig. 1B) . Each monomer forms a pocket made of antiparallel ␤-sheets that encloses a core of seven bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) cofactors (Fig. 1C) and is capped on one side by several ␣-helical segments ( Fig. 1 B and C; SI Fig. 5) (6, 7) . Because the FMO protein is the first PPC for which a highresolution crystal structure (1.9 Å) became available (5, 6) , it has been used for many years to explore structure-function relationships in antenna proteins. A major step toward a structurebased understanding of the optical spectra Ϸ12,500 cm Ϫ1 (800 nm, Q Y region of BChla) was taken recently by the assumption (2, 27) and quantitative explanation (15) of a rather small effective dipole strength of the Q Y transitions of the BChla pigments resulting from dielectric screening and local field effects. The correspondingly decreased excitonic couplings allowed for a better simulation of spectra by using site energies as free fit parameters, but the full assignment of site energies on the basis of the crystal structure remained an unsolved problem.
Results and Discussion
Simulated absorption, circular dichroism, and linear dichroism spectra at 4 K of the FMO trimer from Prosthecochloris aestuarii are compared in Fig. 2A with experimental data (2) . Each exciton state leads to a band in the absorption spectrum, the position and intensity of which are determined by the calculated site energies and excitonic couplings. The shape of the bands is simulated by taking into account the modulation of site energies by the vibrations of the PPC (8, 9) . The agreement between simulated and measured spectra in Fig. 2 A is excellent considering that practically no adjustable parameters are used. All features of the experimental spectra are recovered, in particular, a separated band on the low-energy side of the spectrum representing the energy sink. The calculated site energies (SI Table 1 ) and earlier fitting results (2, 15) correlate well (SI Fig.  6 ). This correlation suggests that the error of site energies calculated by the combined quantum chemical/electrostatic method is in the order of 60 cm Ϫ1 .
In contrast to fitting procedures, the present approach allows one to relate site energies to details of the crystal structure. By setting selected parts of the charge density to zero in the calculations, it is possible to elucidate the role of different regions of the protein. Rather unexpectedly, the largest influence on a site energy, contributing a shift of about Ϫ300 cm Ϫ1 , originates from the peptide backbone of ␣-helices 5 and 6 ( Figs Tables 1-3 ). This effect causes BChla 3 to have by far the lowest site energy. Single amino acid side chains, either charged or neutral, cause shift magnitudes of at most Ϸ180 cm Ϫ1 and tend to compensate each other (SI Tables 3-5) . Accordingly, the charged amino acids do not play the dominant role that was attributed to them in earlier studies (15) (16) (17) 28) , where large parts of the protein charge distribution, in particular, the backbone, were not modeled, and standard protonation states of titratable residues were assumed (15) (16) (17) . In qualitative agreement with experimental results on other antenna systems (29) , hydrogen bond donors to BChla cause red shifts of the site energies, but in the present system this shift never exceeds Ϸ130 cm Ϫ1 (SI Table 4 ). The BChla cofactors in the seven sites have slightly different conformations. In particular, they differ in the orientation of the 3-acetyl group at ring A and the out-of-plane distances of the conjugated atoms in the tetrapyrrole macrocycle (6). These conformational variations are explicitly taken into account in the electrostatic calculations by assigning partial charges to atomic positions based on the crystal structure. In the quantum chemical calculations, which produce conformation-dependent atomic partial charges and vacuum site energy shifts (⌬X qc (m) in Eq. 1), we only consider the different acetyl group orientations. The comparison between simulated and measured spectra suggests that the neglect of the out-of-plane bending in the quantum chemical part produces no severe errors. In fact, we conclude that the contribution of the structural distortions to site energy differences is below 100 cm Ϫ1 and hence significantly smaller than suggested in earlier work (16) . We do not exclude, however, the possibility that the nonplanarity of the macrocycles contributes to an overall red shift of the site energies with respect to the absorption of BChla in organic solvents.
The calculation of protonation probabilities reveals a single pattern at 4 K, where 49% of the acidic and basic side chains are neutral, that is, they deviate from their standard protonation state. This high percentage of neutral groups is a consequence of the low dielectric constant of solv ϭ 10 assigned to the water/glycerol mixture below the glass transition temperature (30) , which results in a destabilization of solvent-exposed, charged groups. Calculating with solv ϭ 80 (corresponding to liquid water) results in 11% of the titratable groups being in their nonstandard protonation state. The site energies obtained under these more physiological conditions deviate by maximally 72 cm Ϫ1 from those with solv ϭ 10 (SI Table 6 ). This result suggests that site energies can be temperature-dependent because of a change in the protonation pattern resulting from a variation of the solvent dielectric constant around the glass transition temperature. The site energy changes are close to the estimated error of the calculations, however, and are smaller than the measured optical linewidth at higher temperatures. Thus, we consider the site energies of the FMO protein as practically temperature-independent. Changes of site energies of up to 135 cm Ϫ1 (SI Table 6 ) are obtained if a standard protonation pattern is assumed as in earlier work (15) (16) (17) , where all acids and bases are fully charged. The resulting simulated spectra are still close to experiment (Fig. 2B) . The calculated circular dichroism spectrum seems to describe the experimental data even slightly better, but the overall agreement with all three measured spectra is weaker because of the incorrect protonation pattern.
An illustration of the main mechanism that creates the energy sink in the FMO protein at BChla 3 is given in Fig. 3B , where the difference ⌬⌽ between the electrostatic potentials of the S 1 and S 0 states of this pigment is shown together with the backbone dipole moments of ␣-helices 5 and 6. If a positive charge is placed in the positive or negative regions of ⌬⌽, the site energy is shifted to higher or lower energies, respectively, and vice versa for a negative charge. In an ␣-helix, the arrangement of peptide bonds gives rise to an electrostatic potential that is essentially that of an extended dipole formed by two partial charges of opposite signs placed at the ends of the helix (31, 32) . In the FMO protein, ␣-helix 5 is positioned close to BChla 3 such that its positive end (head of green arrow in Fig. 3B ) lies in the region of negative ⌬⌽ and its negative end lies in the region of positive ⌬⌽, which results in a strong red shift of the site energy (Ϫ200 cm Ϫ1 ). Whereas ␣-helix 5 seems to be optimized to fit into the difference potential of BChla 3, ␣-helix 6 points away from this pigment and therefore causes a less pronounced red shift (Ϫ100 cm Ϫ1 ). The magnitude of the effective partial charges representing an ␣-helix dipole was estimated to be 0.5-0.75 e (31, 32) in good agreement with our estimates. Hence, the effect of the end of an ␣-helix is similar to that of a charged amino acid side chain but is independent of protonation states.
To study the control of excitation energy flow by the ␣-helices 5 and 6 under physiological conditions, we simulated exciton relaxation dynamics at 300 K in the native FMO protein (Fig. 4 Left) and in two modified systems. In one case, the backbone partial charges of the two helices were set to zero (Fig. 4 Center).
In the other case, we investigated a double mutant to assess the influence of hydrogen bonding to the 3-acetyl group of BChla 3 (Fig. 4 Right) . In this mutant, the OH-dipoles of Ser-13 and Tyr-15 ( Fig. 3) were removed by replacing the charge distributions of these two residues with those of Ala and Phe, respectively, which do not form hydrogen bonds. Following our earlier proposal (15), we assume that the FMO protein is oriented with BChla 1 and 6 toward the baseplate, whereas BChla 3 and 4 define the target region facing the reaction center complex ( Fig.  1 A and C) . Accordingly, the initial probability of being excited is highest for those exciton states that have large contributions from BChla 1 and 6 ( Fig. 4; SI Figs. 7 and 8 ). The native system equilibrates within 2 ps such that 50% of the excitation is located at BChla 3 and 4 (Fig. 4 Left; SI Fig. 8 ). This result illustrates how exciton relaxation leads to a spatially directed energy transport. When the backbone partial charges of ␣-helices 5 and 6 are set to zero, BChla 3 and 4 end up with only 20% excitation (Fig. 4 Center; SI Fig. 8 ). The restriction of energy flow in the modified system is caused by the removal of the energy sink at BChla 3 as seen from the disappearance of the low-energy band in the simulated absorption spectrum. In the double mutant, there is still net energy transfer with 40% excitation being finally found on BChla 3 and 4 (Fig. 4 Right; SI Fig. 8 ). Although the mutation causes disappearance of the low-energy absorption band as well, the site energy shift of BChla 3 is much smaller (SI Table 6 ).
The electric field of ␣-helical backbone segments has been proposed to play a significant role in the stabilization of protein structure and in protein function (see refs. [31] [32] [33] . Recently, these effects were found to provide an important contribution to pigment redox potentials in photosynthetic reaction centers (20) . Here, we have shown that in the FMO protein, the influence of ␣-helices on the formation of an excitation energy funnel is dominant. As a consequence, point mutations will not be able to change the site energies enough to significantly alter the direction of energy flow. Regulating protein function in this way by means of the backbone architecture appears to be an intriguing possibility to establish robustness against mutations in the course of evolution.
We conclude that structure-based calculations of site energies in PPCs combining quantum chemistry and classical electrostatics are feasible with an uncertainty of Ϸ60 cm Ϫ1 , which is in the order of the optical line width at cryogenic temperatures. The method will serve as a starting point for the development of improved techniques, for example, incorporating protein dynamics and dispersive interactions. It helps to remove much of the ambiguity in the assignment of site energies and will contribute to a better understanding of biological and artificial chromophore arrays.
Computational Procedures
Here, we give a brief summary of the computational procedures yielding site energies, excitonic couplings, optical spectra, and exciton relaxation rates. Further details can be found in the SI Text.
Site Energies. Our method for the determination of site energies comprises structure-based calculations of the free energy change of the PPC that occurs when the ground-state charge density of BChla m is changed to that of the first excited state. The calculations have two principle parts: One is a quantum chemical calculation of the pigments in vacuo, yielding charge distributions of the S 0 and S 1 states and a contribution ⌬X qc (m) to the S 0 3 S 1 transition energy originating from different orientations of the 3-acetyl group of the BChla in the various sites. The quantum chemical calculations are performed by using time-dependent density functional theory (B3LYP/6-31G*) on a BChla model, where the phytyl chain is replaced by a methyl group and the 3-acetyl group retains the same orientation with respect to the tetrapyrrole macrocycle as in the x-ray crystallographic model (6) . The second part of the site energy calculation results in a contribution, ⌬X elec (m) , due to classical electrostatic interaction between the charge distributions of the S 0 and S 1 states with the protein environment. It corresponds to the shift of the S 0 3 S 1 transition energy that is caused by transferring the pigment from a solvent into the protein with its given charge distribution (including the S 0 charge distribution of the other pigments n m). We thus have for the site energy of BChla m
where X 0 is a parameter that represents the transition energy of the pigment in the solvent. As was demonstrated recently (14) , the Coulomb coupling between molecules can be described accurately and efficiently by interactions between atomic partial charges that are determined from a fit of the ab initio electrostatic potential of the respective electronic states of the molecules. Therefore, ⌬X elec (m) is calculated by means of classical electrostatics, where both protein and pigments are modeled by atomic partial charges embedded in a dielectric medium.
During excitation of BChla, the electrons but not the nuclei of the environment adapt to the newly established charge distribution of the pigment. This is a manifestation of the FranckCondon principle. As a consequence, the protonation pattern of the protein stays relaxed with respect to the ground state of the pigments, and the excited state of BChla m interacts with a nonequilibrium polarization of the protein that is only electronically relaxed. We consider the nonequilibrium polarization in the classical electrostatic calculations by following the work of Marcus (21) and dividing ⌬X elec (m) into two parts:
For the equilibrium contribution, ⌬X eq (m) , it is assumed that the charge distribution of the pigment in the excited state is in equilibrium with the total polarization of the environment (represented by the static dielectric constants protein and solv ). Therefore, it can be determined by the same methods as used for the calculation of pigment redox potentials in PPCs (see refs. 20 and 34), which are based on the solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (35, 36) and a Monte Carlo procedure for the determination of protonation probabilities of titratable residues in the protein (18, 19) . For the nonequilibrium correction term, ⌬X corr (m) , one has to consider the interaction of the charge density difference between the S 1 and S 0 states of the pigment with the surrounding dielectric (21) . We find that this term makes only a small contribution to site energy differences (SI Table 1 ).
Excitonic Couplings. Excitonic couplings are calculated by combining the TrEsp method (14) , in which the ab initio transition density of the S 0 3 S 1 transition of BChla is represented by atomic partial charges, with the protein-adapted version of the transition monopole approximation (11) introduced in ref. 15 , where the BChla molecules are represented as vacuum cavities in the dielectric volume of the protein with effective optical dielectric constant n 2 ϭ 2.0. The TrEsp transition charges are scaled to yield a vacuum transition dipole magnitude of 6.1 Debye as determined by Knox and Spring (37) . The different acetyl group orientations of the individual BChla molecules are Fig. 4 . Calculation of optical absorption spectra at 4 K (Upper, experimental wild-type spectra, dashed curves) and excitation energy transfer dynamics at 300 K (Lower) for the native FMO protein (Left); a system where the backbone partial charges of ␣-helices 5 and 6 were set to zero (Center); and a simulated double mutation, where Ser-13 and Tyr-15 (see Fig. 3A ) were replaced by Ala and Phe, respectively (Right). Orientation of pigments is the same as in Fig. 1C . The intensity of red in the pictorial representation of energy flow is proportional to the occupation probability, P m(t), of the local excited state of the respective pigment at a given time (0.0, 0.2, and 2.0 ps). The pigments that contribute to the two (delocalized) exciton states with the largest population, P M(t), at a given time are encircled (see SI for explicit time dependence of occupation probabilities).
taken into account in the calculations of transition densities but do not significantly affect the excitonic couplings. For comparison, we show the results obtained with the point dipole approximation, which for the FMO protein is still adequate (SI Table  7 , SI Fig. 9 ).
Optical Spectra. For the calculation of the linear absorption, circular dichroism, and linear dichroism spectra, the PPC is described by the Hamiltonian:
Here, H ex is the Hamiltonian of electronic states of the chromophore system, H vib is the Hamiltonian of molecular vibrations of the PPC, and H ex-vib represents exciton-vibrational coupling. H vib is approximated by a set of effective harmonic oscillators that do not change their frequencies on electronic excitation of the pigments. H ex-vib contains the modulation of pigment transition energies that depends linearly on the displacements of the harmonic oscillators from their equilibrium positions in the electronic ground state. The electron-vibrational coupling constants are contained in the spectral density J() that is assumed to be site-independent and determines the shape of vibrational side bands and the rate constants of exciton relaxation. The explicit form of J() was deduced in earlier work (9) from fluorescence line-narrowing spectra and the temperature dependence of the absorption spectrum (15) and yields a reorganization energy for the S 0 3 S 1 transition of BChla in the FMO protein of E ϭ 40 cm Ϫ1 . In the basis of localized excited states ͉m͘, in which one pigment is in the S 1 state and all others are in the S 0 state, the X m calculated from Eq. and the exciton energies, E M , respectively. The orientations of the local transition dipoles m are determined from the atomic partial charges (TrEsp method) assigned to atomic coordinates of the crystal structure (6) . They all lie within Ϯ2°of the N B -N D axis used in earlier work to define the orientation of the Q Y transition (15) . In the basis of delocalized states ͉M͘, H ex-vib has diagonal elements (M ϭ N) and off-diagonal elements (M N) giving rise to vibrational side bands and lifetime broadening of the exciton transitions, respectively. These effects are described by the homogeneous absorption line-shape function, D M (), which is a function of E M , c m (M) , and J() (9) . Inhomogeneous broadening is simulated by a Monte Carlo procedure, in which each value of X m is taken as the center of a Gaussian distribution, F m , and the site energies are varied independently of each other. For each set of randomly generated site energies, H ex is diagonalized and the resulting homogenous absorption, circular dichroism, and linear dichroism spectra are each averaged. The same disorder average is used in the calculation of exciton relaxation described below.
The strongest excitonic coupling between two BChla molecules in different FMO monomers is about an order of magnitude smaller than the local reorganization energy, E . Therefore, the coherence between the excited states of these pigments is destroyed by vibrational dynamics. We include this dynamical localization implicitly by assuming that delocalized states can be formed only between pigments of the same FMO monomer, that is, we set the intermonomer excitonic couplings to zero. Montaño, personal communication), because it is the only species from which the baseplate has been isolated so far (38) . Although C. aurantiacus lacks the FMO protein, its baseplate absorption and fluorescence are very similar to those of P. aestuarii (R. E. Blankenship, personal communication) and other green sulfur bacteria (39) .
